Open Access Leiden

You are co-author of a publication which the author would like to include in the Leiden University institutional digital Repository. It concerns the following publication(s): [bibliographical data].

In order to be able to make the publication available online, we need your consent. To give you a more accurate view of our repository we offer you the following explanation.

What exactly is Open Access Leiden?

Open Access Leiden is a service provided by Leiden University to benefit the research in Leiden. This service is based upon the storage of scientific publications by Leiden scientists and providing online access to these publications.

The publications are submitted in the repository of Leiden University and in the electronic depot of the KB (National Library of the Netherlands) in the Hague, where the publications are permanently stored. Open Access Leiden aims to provide scientists quick and easy access to each other’s work – and their own work. Of course we take the copyright policies of publishers into account and never violate these.

The Leiden Repository can be reached through: http://www.library.leiden.edu/publishing/

Open Access

If possible we would like to store the complete publications by our scientists digitally and make them freely accessible online to everyone (“open access”). In those cases where we know the publisher does not allow the article to be made available online, we will act appropriately: if necessary we will contact the publisher and request permission. Another option is to put a publication under a so-called embargo, the publication will then not be accessible for a certain period of time and when this period elapses the publication will automatically be made “open access”.

The policies of many publishers concerning these issues can be found on: http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php?all=yes

Why Open Access Leiden?

- To enlarge the visibility of scientific publications
- To realise long-term storage of publications (and the technical “storage life” is assured)
- New publication circuits are created
- To increase the publication speed
- Socially justified procedure (scientific information no longer “for profit”)
- Each scientist gets his or her own homepage in the university website, which shows an overview of all of his or her publications.

What is our request to you?

We ask for your consent to make the publications that you are a co-author of available online. Naturally we comply with the publishers’ policies regarding the publication.

If you give us your consent or if you have not sent us a message to the contrary within six weeks, we will include the publication in our repository.

What is it you gain from this as co-author?

1. The publication that you are (co) author of becomes more visible and easier to access.
2. The possibility to link from your own personal homepage to the Open Access Leiden website, where the article can be downloaded.
More Information?
Contact Open Access Leiden, University Leiden or the Copyright Information Office:
Lucille Brakefield
Email: lt.brakefield@library.leidenuniv.nl
Online: at the Open Access Homepage: http://www.oal.leidenuniv.nl